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Abstract—This paper proposes a data-driven real-time event
identification method based on the measurements of Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs). The central idea is to characterize an
event by the low-dimensional subspace spanned by the dominant
singular vectors of a data matrix that contains spatial-temporal
blocks of PMU data. The subspace representation is robust to
system initial conditions and characterizes the system dynamics.
A dictionary of subspaces that correspond to different events are
established off-line, and an event is identified online with the most
similar event in the dictionary through subspace comparison.
The compact subspace representation reduces the dictionary size
and the computational time of the event identification method.
Numerical experiments on both simulated events in an IEEE
68-bus power system and the recorded data in New England to
validate the proposed method.
Index Terms—disturbance identification, Phasor Measurement
Unit (PMU), low-dimensional approximation, singular value decomposition, subspace.

I. I NTRODUCTION
OWER system faults and events happen irregularly and
potentially lead to wide-area oscillations and even cascading failures. The Northeast blackout of 2003 in the U.S.
started with a local fault but escalated to a widespread blackout
partially because the operator was not aware of the fault
and took no action at the early stage. Therefore, fast event
detection, identification, and location are important to enhance
the wide-area situational awareness of power systems and
prevent cascading failures.
The current control room operators can identify the tripped
elements within seconds based on the status of circuit breakers,
provided in the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) system. With the increasing amounts of data obtained by Phasor Measurement Units [2], many efforts have
been devoted to exploit the obtained measurements to locate
events such as generator trips [3], line outages [4]–[6], and
oscillations [7]–[10]. Model-based identification methods (see
e.g., [4], [5], [11]) usually require the modeling of the power
system, and the identification performance depends critically
on the accuracy of estimated parameters. Data-driven methods
[12]–[21] are receiving increasing attention partially due to the
increasingly denser coverage of Phasor Measurement Units
[2], which measure voltage and current phasors directly at
a rate of thirty samples per second or above. Data-driven
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methods extract features (including direct features like a
frequency [15] or its derivative [14], as well as indirect
features like wavelet coefficients [18]) from measurements and
classify those with similar features as resulting from the same
event type. One limitation of data-driven methods is that the
computational complexity generally increases when the dataset
size increases. Moreover, the classifiers trained from data do
not have clear physical interpretations.
Some event identification methods can only identify an
event with a delay of tens of seconds after an event initiates.
For instance, most line outage localization methods require
the new steady state condition [5], [22]–[24], and it takes
seconds or beyond to reach a new steady state after an event
starts. Only a few work such as [25]–[27] exploit the transient
response of the system to locate the outage. The advantage of
identification methods using the transient dynamics is that they
require a shorter time window, like one second or even less,
and therefore can identify an event in a more timely fashion.
These methods, however, require an accurate system dynamic
model to generate synthetic datasets for comparison or training
and thus, suffer from model inaccuracies.
This paper proposes a novel real-time data-driven method
for event identification by exploiting the transient dynamics
after an event happens. The method can quickly identify an
event, as only one second of data is needed in our numerical
experiments. Moreover, it does not require any modeling of
the power system. The critical innovation is to characterize
an event by a low-dimensional row subspace spanned by the
dominant singular vectors of the data matrix that contains
spatial temporal blocks of measurements from multiple PMUs.
This subspace characterization is robust to system initial
conditions and captures the system dynamics. Then an event is
identified by comparing the obtained data with a pre-computed
event dictionary with each dictionary atom corresponding to
a row subspace of an event.
This proposed method has the following distinctive features:
1. The low-dimensional subspace can be computed through
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [28] or its faster variants
like [29]. 2. The dictionary size is much smaller, compared
with the existing dictionary of time series [20] or explicit
features in complicated model [30]. The reduction of the
dictionary size reduces the computational complexity of both
the offline training and the online event identification. 3.
The method identifies events shortly after the event starts
(e.g., within 1 second) and can be implemented in real time,
while existing methods many require a time window of 10-
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30 seconds of data [20], [31]. 4. The approach can identify
both the internal and the external events only based on local
measurements in one control region, respectively.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The physical
interpretation and numerical validation of a subspace representation are described in Section II. The event identification
method is introduced in Section III. Sections IV and V record
the numerical experiments in both the simulated data in the
IEEE 68-bus test system and the recorded data from New
England. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. S UBSPACE CHARACTERIZATION OF SYSTEM EVENTS

noise. Let λk , lk , and rk denote the kth eigenvalue of A and
the corresponding left and right eigenvectors.
We ignore measurement noise ((t)) and consider the system dynamics after an impulse input. x0 ∈ Cn denotes the
system initial state after the impulse input. M contains the
measurements from time 1 to T after the impulse input. M
can be written as the sum of n rank-1 matrices, i.e.,
M = [y(1), y(2), · · · , y(T)] =

n
X

l†k x0 · (Crk ) · βk† , (6)

k=1

where
βk† = [λk , λ2k , · · · , λTk ].

(7)

A. Low-rank Property of PMU Data Matrices
PMU measurements at multiple buses across time are collected into an m × T matrix M , where m is the number of
measurements at one time instant, and T is the number of time
steps. The matrix can often be approximated by a low-rank
matrix with rank r much less than m and T . This approximate
low-rank property of PMU data matrices has been observed
and exploited to recover missing PMU data [32], detect system
events [32], [33], and identify cyber data attacks [34].
Let σi denote its ith largest singular value of M . Throughout
this paper, given predetermined τ ∈ (0, 1) and ∆  1, the
approximate rank r of M is the largest i such that
σi /σr̄+1 > ∆

(1)

(2)

holds. ∆ in (1) guarantees that only dominate singular values
remain in the approximation. τ in (2) measures the approximation ratio. The best
rank-r approximation to M in terms of
−M 0 kF
over rank-r matrices M 0 ) is
minimizing kMkM
kF
Mr = Ur Σr Vr† ,

Mr0 = M Ψr (Ψ†r Ψr )−1 Ψ†r ,

(3)

where Σr ∈ Rr×r contains the r largest singular values as
its diagonal entries, and Ur ∈ Cm×r , Vr ∈ CT ×r contain the
corresponding r left and right singular vectors, respectively.
Vr† denotes the conjugate transpose. Ur characterizes the correlations of measurements in different PMUs. Vr characterizes
the dominant dynamics. Columns of Vr form a unitary basis
of the row subspace of Mr , denoted by span(Vr ).

(8)

where

Ψr := β1

where r̄ is the smallest integer such that
(Σr̄i=1 σi )/(Σm
j=1 σj ) ≥ τ

We assume without loss of generality that rank-1 matrices in
(6) are sorted in the decreasing order of the matrix 2-norm,
which is |l†k x0 |kCrk kkβk k for the kth rank-1 matrix. The
k-th matrix for k > r is relatively small, measured by its 2norm, if the corresponding mode is not excited by the input
(|l†k x0 | ≈ 0); or not directly measured (kCrk k ≈ 0); or highly
damped (kβk k ≈ 0, i.e., |λ| ≈ 0). Then if we only keep the
first r rank-1 matrices in the summation of (6) and project M
to the row subspace of the resulting rank-r matrix, we obtain
another rank-r approximation to M , denoted by Mr0 . We have

β2

...


βr ∈ CT ×r .

(9)

Note that Ψr only depends on the first r singular values λk ’s
that are sorted in the decreasing order of |l†k x0 |kCrk kkβk k.
Changes in system conditions, including topology changes and
power injection variations, could change the initial condition
x0 , singular vectors lk ’s, rk ’s, and singular values λk ’s. As
long as the dominate r singular values remain the same, Ψr
does not change. Thus, the subspace spanned by Ψr can
represent the dominant dynamics of M .
Moreover, if all but the first r matrices in (6) are indeed
small, the rank-r approximation Mr0 in (8) should be close
to the best rank-r approximation Mr in (3). Notice that Ψr
is a complex matrix and Vr is a real matrix if a real-valued
M is chosen, then one can check that in the T -dimensional
real space RT , the span of Vr is the same as the span of
[Ψreal , Ψimage ], where Ψreal , Ψimage ∈ RT ×r are real and
imaginary parts of Ψr , respectively. We focus on RT here for
notational simplicity. We then have

B. Subspace Characterization of Events
We motivate the physical interpretation of span(Vr ) through
linear system analysis. If the power system is linearized around
one equilibrium point, the resulting discrete-time linear time
invariant (LTI) system model is
x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t),
y(t) = Cx(t) + (t),

(4)
(5)

where vectors x(t) ∈ Cn and y(t) ∈ Cm represent deviations
at time t in state variables and measurements from the equilibrium point. A, B, and C are the state, input, and output matrix
respectively. u(t) is the control input. (t) is the measurement

span(Ψr ) = span(Vr ),

(10)

where the spans are considered in RT and have the same
dimension.
Note that (10) holds under the linear system model with
an impulse input and no noise. (10) is derived for a physical
interpretation of span(Vr ), while our proposed event identification method only uses the row subspace span(Vr ) and does
not depend on (10). This paper studies span(Vr ) instead of
(4)-(7), which are often used in mode analysis [7]–[10]. As
shown in Section II, span(Vr ) is closely related to the system
modes without solving the system parameters like λi ’s.
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C. Comparison of Different Events through Subspace Angles

θ equals 90◦ if two subspaces are orthogonal to each other.
θ equals 0◦ if two subspaces are the same (l = k) or one is
embedded in the other (l 6= k). Thus, a smaller θ indicates
higher affinity of two subspaces.
We remark that the subspace angle has the limitation of
the Zero Distance Problem [36]. If Sl is a low-dimensional
subspace embeded in Sk with l < k, θ(Sl , Sk ) would be 0◦
although these two subspaces are different. To address this
issue, when comparing two events, we use the corresponding
low-dimensional subspaces span(Vr )’s with the same dimension. When the individual approximate ranks determined by
(1)-(2) of two events are different, we set r to be the larger
value of the two. See Section IV-B for details.
We use two simple examples to illustrate this intuition.
Example 1. Consider two first-order systems with realvalued eigenvalues λ and λ̂, receptively. Suppose λ ≤ λ̂ ≤
(1 + ε)λ for some positive ε. The smaller ε means the closer
the eigenvalues are. Then
Ψ = [λ, λ2 , ..., λT ]† , and Ψ̂ = [λ̂, λ̂2 , ..., λ̂T ]† .

(12)

From (11), the angle between span(Ψ) and span(Ψ̂) is
q


|Σtk=1 λk λ̂k |2

q
θ(span(Ψ), span(Ψ̂)) = arccos  p
t
t
2k
2k
Σk=1 λ
Σk=1 λ̂
1
∈ [0, arccos(
)].
(1 + ε)t
(13)
Then, a smaller ε leads to a smaller θ.
We next study the impact of different events on λi ’s in a
system of multiple machines connecting to an infinite bus. The
analysis is largely simplified for an illustration purpose.
Example 2. Fig. 1 (a) shows a multi-machine system
connected to an infinite bus and (b) shows its equivalent model.
The infinite bus is set to be the reference with its voltage denoted by Eb ∠0. The generators are modeled by an equivalent
generator with the internal voltage E 0 ∠δ, rotor angle δ, angular
speed of the rotor ω, inertial constant H, and the transient
reactance Xd0 . Tm is the equivalent mechanical torque. XE

Bus 2

Bus 1

...

The proposed event identification method is based on the
following intuition. If two events are of the same type, at
nearby locations, and have close initial states, their respective
λi ’s (i = 1, ..., r) that correspond to the largest r terms of
|l†k x0 |kCrk kkβk k are similar. That in turn means that Ψr ’s
of these events are similar. Then from (10), we expect that
span(Vr )’s might be similar. In contrast, span(Vr )’s of two
events of different types and at remote locations might be very
different. Thus, roughly speaking, the similarity of span(Vr )
could be employed to study the similarity of events.
To quantify this intuition, we employ the average subspace
angle [35] to measure the similarity of two subspaces in RT .
The angle between an l-dimensional subspace Sl and a kdimension subspace Sk in RT , spanned by orthogonal bases
Bl and Bk , respectively, can be computed as
q
(11)
θ(Sl , Sk ) = arccos( kBk† Bl k2F / min{k, l}).

G1

X E1

GN

X E2

Large
System

(a)

E 

X d

XE

Eb 0

XT

Tm
(b)

Fig. 1: (a) A multi-machine infinite-bus system (b) Its equivalent
model

denotes the equivalent line reactance of two parallel lines, and
the line resistance is ignored. Let XT = Xd0 + XE . Then the
state equations of the continuous-time linear dynamical system
can be written as

  
  
0
ω0
0
∆δ
∆δ̇
+ ∆Tm
(14)
= −Ks −KD
∆ω
∆ω̇
2H
| 2H {z 2H }
A0

E 0 Eb cos δ0
and KD are the synchronizing
XT
torque coefficient and the damping torque coefficient of the
generator, respectively [37]. δ0 is the initial rotor angle; ω0
is rated angular speed. Since the damping torque is often
neglected when computing the eigenvalues of A [38], [39],
we also assume KD = 0 to simplify the computation in this
example. We compute the eigenvalues of A0 of the continuous
model by
s
2ω0 E 0 Eb cos δ0
0
.
(15)
λ1,2 = ±j
HXT
where Ks =

We assume that the voltage E 0 does not change much in a
very short time window, then λ under different events can be
analyzed as follows.
(1) Line trip (LT) event. XE increases if one of the two parallel
lines is tripped. Then XT increases, and λ0 decreases.
(2) Three-phase (TP) short circuit event at bus 1. It can
be equivalently modeled as that Eb becomes zero, then λ0
decreases significantly.
(3) Load change (LC) event. The steady-state output real
power of the generator can be computed from P =
(E 0 Eb sin δ)/XT . If the increase of the load consumption
results from the increase of Eb , then from (15), |λ0 | increases
correspondingly.
D. Numerical validation of the subspace property
We next validate numerically on the IEEE 16-generator 68bus test system (Fig. 2) that (10) holds and span(Vr ) of the
data matrix can characterize the system event.
We simulate PMU data through the nonlinear model with a
data rate of 30 samples per second by Power System Toolbox
(PST) [40]. Then we calculate the span(Vr ) of the three types
simulated data: a 0.5 p.u. load change event at bus 5, a line
trip event at line 5-6, and a three-phase short circuit event after
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Fig. 2: IEEE 16-machine 68 bus power system with 5 coherent groups

clearance at bus 5. The voltage magnitudes in one second of
all buses are collected into a matrix M . Then the r dominant
right singular vectors of each M are collected in Vr , where r
is determined by (1) - (2) with ∆ = 10, τ = 0.99.
We next compute Ψr of line trip events based on (6) through
a linear model of the same system. Two line trip events are
considered. One is between bus 5 and bus 6, denoted by line
5-6, and the other is at line 26-29. The steps include
1) Compute system matrices A and C corresponding to
voltage magnitudes in (4)-(5). The function svm_mgen
in PST is employed to calculate A0 and C of the
continuous-time system based on the perturbation theory,
where A0 is the state matrix of the continuous-time
model. The discrete-time system matrix A is computed
0
by A = eA TS , where the step size TS = 0.03.
2) Calculate all the eigenvalues λk ’s, left and right eigenvectors lk ’s and rk ’s of A by QR decomposition [28],
where λi , li , ri , (i = 1, 2, . . . , 32);
3) Compute Ψr from Ψn . From (8), the dominant r vectors
of βk ’s in the rank-r approximation1 is selected based on
coefficients |l†k x0 |kCrk kkβk k, where x0 is the simulation
data of the first step after the event happens.
Table I: The subspace angles between span(Ψr ) of line trip events
and span(Vr ) of the data matrices of different events at bus 5

and location for a practical implementation. A dictionary of
events are constructed offline from sample PMU historical
datasets during a window size T . Once an event is detected
(through either the detection method here or any other event
detector), all the PMU data in the next T time steps are
collected to estimate the row subspace and column subspace.
The event is identified through comparing the row subspace
with the dictionary computed offline. The most influenced
buses can be located by comparing the significance of changes
at different locations.
Online Detection

m
Input online data yt  R

Track the column subspace and update the estimation error H

Once H exceeds the threshold, an event is detected and the post-event
data Y  R muT in the period of T is normalized.
Locate
Significant
Changes

Identification

Input online data Y

Offline Dictionary Construction

Use historical data
Obtain V i (i 1...q) for i th
type event by SVD after
normalizing the data;

Obtain U r 6 r
by SVD

Sort all
buses in a
descending
order of

U r 6r

i. 2

and output
the order

Acquire Vr by SVD
Select the ni representative
ones V i , j , j d ni as
dictionary atoms
Calculate the minimum subspace angle T i , i 1...4
between Vr and dictionary atoms V i , j
The smallest T *among T i indicates the event type

Fig. 3: The flow diagram of the online detection, identification and
location method

The proposed method includes the following components.
1. Offline construction of an event dictionary

The proposed method is outlined in Fig. 3. It is centered on
subspace-based event identification, including event detection

The dictionary is constructed from historical event datasets,
as shown in Fig. 4. Given each dataset and parameters τ and
∆, we compute a low-dimensional row subspace from PMU
data M within a window size T (e.g. thirty samples for one
second of PMU data). These row subspaces are candidate
dictionary atoms. Since a row subspace is robust to system
initial conditions as described in Section II-B, row subspaces
computed from events with the same type, at nearby location
may have a small subspace angle. This property is exploited
to reduce the dictionary size.
We refine the dictionary as follows. After selecting a
subspace as an atom, all subspaces with angles less than a
predefined threshold ϑ are removed from the dictionary. Let
V̄ i,j denote the ith dictionary atom that corresponds to event
type j. The total number of atoms in a dictionary is Σqi=1 ni for
q types of events like line trip, load change, and three-phase
short circuit events. The refinement significantly reduces the
dictionary size. We will demonstrate that in Section IV.
2. Online event detection

1 The rank of Ψ is always an even number due to the complex property
r
and is not necessary to be the same with that of Vr .

We detect an event when the column subspace changes,
similar to [32]. At time step t, the obtained measurement

span(Ψr ) of line trip 5-6
span(Ψr ) of line trip 26-29

span(Vr )
of line trip
3.22◦
5.78◦

span(Vr ) of
load change
8.85◦
7.82◦

span(Vr ) of
short circuit
6.79◦
26.79◦

When span(Ψr ) and span(Vr ) correspond to line trip 5-6,
the subspace angle is 3.22◦ , which is the smallest among all
six cases. The subspace angle between span(Ψr ) of the line
trip 26-29 and span(Vr ) of line trip 5-6 is also small (5.78◦ ),
even though the line trips happen at different locations. Thus,
the subspaces of the same type of events are similar as long as
the events are closely related. In contrast, the angle between
span(Ψr ) of a line trip event and span(Vr ) of other events are
much larger.
III. S UBSPACE - BASED E VENT I DENTIFICATION
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Fig. 4: Dictionary construction from historical datasets and real-time
data identification through subspace comparison

vector y(t) is projected onto the current estimate of the
column subspace with a basis Ûr . If the projection error,
defined as ε = kyt − Ûr Ûr† y(t)k2 , exceeds a predetermined
threshold, then y(t) does not belong to span(Ûr ), and an event
is declared to have happened. The column subspace can be
estimated by SVD of past data in a fixed window or computed
by subspace tracking methods like SPIRIT [41]. The event
detection functionality is independent of others and can be
achieved with other event detectors.
3. Online event identification based on the row subspace
Once an event is detected, all the PMU data in T time
steps after an event happens are collected into a matrix. The
row subspace spanned by V is computed by SVD [28] with
r determined by (1)-(2), and when the two subspaces have
different ranks the larger one is selected to maximize their
difference. Define the minimum subspace angle θ∗ with the
dictionary as
q

nj

θ∗ = min min θ(V, V̄ i,j ).
j=1 i=1

If the minimum is achieved with some dictionary atom V̄ i
the event is identified to be type j ∗ .

(16)
∗

,j ∗

,

4. Location of most influenced buses
Here we use bus voltage magnitude measurements to identify the buses that are most influenced by the event, such that
the operator can take proper measures in that area if needed.
Given the rank-r approximation Mr = Ur Σr Vr† of a data
matrix, the ith row of Ur Σr , denoted by (Ur Σr )i· , contains
the coordinates of (Mr )i· with respect to the basis Vr . Then
k(Ur Σr )i· k2 = k(Mr )i· k2 . Note that (Mr )i· is the projection
of the voltage magnitudes of bus i to the low-dimensional
space. With the intuition that the bus most influenced by the
event has the largest k(Mr )i· k2 , we sort the buses in a descending order of k(Ur Σr )i· k2 and locate the most influenced
k buses for a predetermined integer k.
5.External Event Identification with local data
A regional operator only has real-time data within its own
control region and usually relies on manual-entry notification
from other control regions about significant external events.
Fast identification of significant external events helps an operator to make timely decisions. We can extend our method
to identify external events in real time using only local data,
provided that these events affect the local measurements.

To implement our method, one needs historical local measurements when an external event happens, as well as the
information of event types. The operator builds a dictionary
based on these historical events and compare the real-time
data with the dictionary. All the steps remain the same. The
size of the dictionary is generally larger than that needed to
identify local events that are directly measured, because the
impact on local measurements by external events is usually
less significant than local events. In this case, the top k buses
with the highest k(Ur Σr )i· k2 values indicate the local buses
that are most affected by the external event.
We remark that our method requires full data in T time steps
to apply SVD. If some data points are lost during transmission
or do not arrive at the operator within a specified waiting
period, these measurements are considered as data losses. One
could apply real-time missing data recovery methods such as
[32] before executing the event identification method.
IV. N UMERICAL VALIDATION ON SYNTHETIC DATASETS
The method is tested on the 68-bus power system and
100MVA system base as shown in Fig. 2. Five types of events
described are simulated: load change events (A 0.5 p.u. or 1.5
p.u. step change of active load input at certain bus is used
to simulate the abrupt load change by ml_sig in PST.), line
trip events, three-phase short circuit events (cleared after 0.2
second, and the corresponding line is tripped), and double lineto-ground short circuits (with zero sequence impedance 0.001
p.u. and negative sequence impedance 0.5 p.u.) and generator
trip events. The data rate is set to be 30 samples per second.
Results on voltage magnitude measurements are reported here,
while we obtained similar results for phasor angle measurements. One second of data after an event starts are selected
for analysis, i.e., T = 30, such that the fast dynamics are still
maintained after the low-rank approximation. The observation
window for short circuit events starts after the short is cleared.
Event datasets are generated with different pre-event system
conditions. The difference between pre-event conditions are
measured by the average relative difference of active power
flow over all lines, denoted by η̄. Specifically,
µ
a
a
η̄aµ = (ΣL
j=1 |Pj − Pj |/|Pj |)/L,

(17)

Pjµ

where Pja and
are active power flows (directed) at line j
under condition “a” and µ, respectively. L is the total number
of lines.
Table II: Different pre-event conditions
Labels of pre-event condition
µ = “a”
µ = “b”
µ = “c”
µ = “d”
µ = “e”
µ = “f”
µ = “g”

Meanings
the original condition
different power injections
different power injections
lose line 8-9
lose line 3-18
lose line 8-9 and line 2-3
lose line 4-14

η̄aµ %
0
93.4
48.7
28.9
20.7
71.3
15.4

A. Properties of the subspace representation
We first verify that the row subspace is robust to pre-event
system conditions. Fig. 5 shows the voltage magnitudes of
mainly influenced buses when the line connecting bus 1 and
bus 2 is tripped at t = 0.5 second under two different system
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conditions a and b. These differences in pre-event conditions
lead to different voltage time series, thus directly comparing
the time series measurements may miss the similarities of the
same type of events.
We pick one second of data in both datasets starting from
t1 = 0.55 second. With τ = 0.99 and ∆ = 10, the
approximate rank defined in (1)-(2) is 6 for both data matrices.
Fig. 6 shows the corresponding six principal right singular
vectors, which form a basis of the row subspace. The angle of
these two subspaces (defined in (11)) is 1.13◦ , indicating that
these two subspaces are very close to each other. Thus, the row
subspace can tolerate some variations of initial conditions.
Since the singular vectors can be viewed as linear combinations of the sinusoids at the dominate modes, their frequencies
are closely related to the system modes, even though not
exactly the same. To demonstrate this, we first estimate the
oscillation modes employing the Prony method [42], which
fits the time series y(t) with a sum of sinusoids, i.e.,
y(t) = Σni=1 Si e(λi ∆t)t ,

(18)

B. Dictionary construction
We simulate 250 events, including 64 line trip, 50 load
change, 60 three-phase short circuit, 16 generator trip, and
60 double line-to-ground events at different locations with the
same pre-event system condition “a”. An event dictionary is
constructed following Step 1 in Section III. τ = 0.99, ∆ = 10,
and ϑ = 5◦ . After the refinement, the dictionary has 70 atoms,
listed in Table III. For LT (or DL) events, LT1-2 means the
event at the line between bus 1 and 2. For TP (or LC), TP2
means a three phase short circuit event at bus 2. For GT, GT1
means tripping generator G1 in Fig. 2. Each atom corresponds
to a row subspace, represented by a 30 × r matrix V̄ (r is
usually 3 ∼ 6 here).
To avoid the Zero Distance problem of the subspace angle,
when comparing two data matrices with approximate ranks
r1 and r2 (r1 > r2 ), we compute the subspace angle of two
rank-r1 subspaces of these events. Thus, we store a 30 × rmax
matrix for each event even though its approximate rank is less
than rmax . In the following experiments, rmax is set to 6.
Table III: The labels of different types of dictionary atoms

where Si and fi = λi /(2π∆t) are the magnitude and frequency of each sinusoid to be estimated, and ∆t is the step
size. Here we employ one second of the bus voltage magnitude
of bus 2 after the line 1-2 is tripped and fit the data with
n = 6 and ∆t = 0.03. Si ’s and fi ’s are estimated, and three
dominant oscillation frequencies corresponding to the largest
Si ’s are 0.46 Hz, 1.28 Hz, and 2.11 Hz. In comparison, the
approximated frequencies of singular vectors Vr in Fig. 6
are also measured. The frequencies that correspond to the
dominate six singular vectors are 0.31 Hz, 0.49 Hz, 1.11 Hz,
1.23 Hz, 1.85 Hz, and 2.22 Hz. They are not exactly the same
as the system modes because each singular vector could be a
linear combination of a few modes.
T

T

Dictionary Types (DT)
Line Trip (LT)
Three Phase (TP)
Load Change (LC)
Generator Trip (GT)
Double Lineto-ground (DL)

The Label of Dictionary Atoms
1-2, 4-14, 5-8, 12-11, 15-16, 30-32,
32-33, 33-34, 35-45, 42-41, 44-45
2, 3, 8, 12, 16, 25, 28, 31, 32, 33, 34,
35, 36, 37, 39, 43, 44, 50, 53, 56, 59, 62
15, 16, 24, 32, 41, 42, 47, 48
1, 2, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15
1-2,1-30, 1-31,2-3,9-36,10-11,10-13,13-14,
17-27,19-20,26-27,26-29,30-31, 30-32,31-38,
33-38,34-36,35-34,35-45,36-37,39-44,52-42

C. Event identification and location
To test the identification performance under various preevent conditions resulting from difference power injections and
topologies, we generate 500 events under pre-event conditions
“b” and “c” due to different power injections and 750 events
under conditions “d”,“e”,“f” due to different topologies. The
conditions are described in Table II. Table IV records the
Table IV: Minimum subspace angles between a test case with a preevent condition “b” and dictionary atoms of one event type with
pre-event condition “a”. η̄ab = 93.45%.

Fig. 5: The voltage magnitude of bus 1,25,40,48 when line 1-2
is tripped under pre-event condition “a” (left) ; under pre-event
condition “b” (right)

DT
LC
LT
TP
GT
DL
Event
◦
◦
◦
◦
LC17
2.6 (LC15 )
10.8
9.5
9.8
14.6◦
LT7−8
12.2◦ 0.7◦ (LT5−8 ) 12.0◦
3.0◦
3.8◦
TP17
17.1◦
7.9◦
4.4◦ (TP3 ) 9.4◦
4.3◦
GT12
10.4◦ 1◦ (LT44−45 ) 5.1◦ 1.6◦ (G10 )
2.0◦
DL6−11
13.6◦
17.4◦
8.8◦
17.6◦ 2.6◦ (DL4−5 )

minimum subspace angle between some sample testing case
under condition “b” and the dictionary atoms of different
types of events. The corresponding dictionaries closest to the
events are listed in the brackets2 . As highlighted in bold, the
minimum subspace angle is achieved between a dictionary
atom of the same event type and the test case. Subspace angles
between a test case and dictionary atoms of different event
types are generally much larger, with an exception that the
subspace angle between a generator trip and a line trip can
Fig. 6: The six principal singular vectors of Vr when line 1-2
is tripped under pre-event condition “a” (left); under pre-event
condition “b” with ηab = 93.45% (right)

2 LC
15 denotes the dictionary atom of load change event at bus 15; LT5−8
denotes that of the line trip event between line 5-8.
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be small. For example, the subspace angle between GT12 and
line trip 44-45 is 1.0◦ , while the angle between GT12 and
GT10 is 1.57◦ . That is because the dominant features of a
generator trip and a nearby line trip event are very similar
when only one second of data are considered. In fact, generator
and line trip events were previously differentiated based on
measurements in a longer period, e.g., 15 ∼ 30 seconds of
frequency measurements in [14], [20]. Although the subspaces
are similar, a generator trip event is usually more significant
than a line trip event. We can use the sum of singular values
to further separate them.
If an event is (pre-)identified as a line or generator trip event
after comparing with the dictionary, we computeP
the sum of
r
its dominate singular values, denoted by ξ =
i=1 σr . If
ξ is larger than a predetermined threshold ξ0 , this event is
identified as a generator trip event. Otherwise, it is identified
as a line trip event. ξ0 is set to be ξ0 = cξ¯LT , where ξ¯LT
is the average ξ of all the line trip events in the training set
and c is a margin constant. In this setup, the average sum of
singular values of the training generator trip events is about
eight times that of line trip events, so we set c to be 1.5. We
also utilized ξ1 = 3ξ¯DL to further distinguish the three phase
short circuit and double line-to-ground events, where ξ¯DL is
the average ξ of all the double line-to-ground events.
Table V records the identification and location results under
the criteria as follows (Notice that the location of line trip
events are considered as successful if one of the two related
buses are correctly identified):
Identification Accuracy Rate (IAR): the ratio of the number
of accurately identified events to the total number of events;
Average Rank (AR): the average rank of the correct bus
location in the order we obtain in Step 4. The correct bus
denotes the bus that is closest to the location of the event. For
a line trip event that relates to two buses, we choose the bus
with a smaller rank.
Table V: The IAR of different events on different conditions with the
original dictionary
Conditions
IAR of Events %
Line Trip
Three Phase
Load Change
Generator Trip
Double Line-to-ground

b

c

d

e

f

AR

95.3
96.7
100
93.8
95.0

95.3
100
98
93.8
90.0

100
86.8
100
93.8
96.7

95.7
95.6
98.5
93.8
95.2

100
88.2
98.5
87.5
96.7

1.7
1.25
1.5
2.38
1.4

Condition “b” and “c” denote the different initial conditions
of diverse power injections, and most IAR on these conditions
are higher than 90%; condition “d”-“f” have different initial
conditions due to topology change at different locations, and
their IAR are higher than 85%. AR is around 1 to 2, indicating
that the location of the event usually corresponds to significant
changes in the measurements and thus, is on the top of the
sorted buses in Step 4.
We next analyze the reasons for wrong diagnosis. Take the
testing events under condition “f” as an example. The incorrect
identification mainly results from differences in the pre-event
condition with that of the dictionary, as well as the similarities
between some generator and line trip events. First, compared
with condition “a”, two lines (8-9 and 2-3) are open under

condition “f”, and the resulting ηaf is as high as 71.3% as
shown in Table II. The large differences in the initial condition
will lead to non-trivial subspace angles between the same event
under both conditions, which in turn lead to misidentification
for some events. Second, tripping a heavily loaded line and a
generator in the same coherent group (see [39], [43] for the
definition of power system coherence) can result in similar
dominant dynamics. For example, generator 10 provides 5
p.u. active power, which is lower than the average generator
output of 11.5 p.u. Line 44-45 is a heavily loaded line carrying
2.6 p.u. active power. Tripping generator 10 and line 44-45
produce similar dynamics. That leads to misclassification of
tripping generator 10 as a line-trip event.
D. Dictionary Enlargement
We then demonstrate the improvement of our method by
enlarging the training set. We generate 250 events under
condition “g” and build a dictionary using all 500 events under
conditions “a” and “g”. The resulting enlarged dictionary has
111 atoms, compared with the original 70 atoms. Table VI
records the identification results with the enlarged dictionary.
Compared with Table V, the identification performance improves when we have more training data. We also emphasize
that our method does not require a large training set. A small
training set such as our original training set of 250 events
under condition “a” can lead to desirable results. We still
employ the original training set in the following experiments.
Table VI: Event identification with an enlarged dictionary
Conditions
IAR of Events %
Line Trip
Three Phase
Load Change
Generator Trip
Double Line-to-ground

b

c

d

e

f

95.3
96.7
100
93.8
95.0

100
100
100
93.8
90.0

100
97.1
100
93.8
96.7

95.7
100
100
93.8
95.2

100
95.6
100
93.8
96.7

E. Parameter sensitivity to ∆ and τ
The rank r depends on ∆ and τ in (1)-(2). We study the
impact of ∆ and τ on the identification performance of 250
events under condition “b”. We fix τ = 0.99 and change ∆
from 10 to 1. As shown in Table VII, the change of IAR is
generally less than 5%. We then fix ∆ = 10 and vary τ . When
τ decreases, IAR slightly decreases because some dominant
dynamics are ignored in the approximation. On the other hand,
when the measurements are highly noisy, τ cannot be too high,
since otherwise a large amount of noise would be maintained
in the approximation. τ in [0.97, 0.99] is appropriate for our
synthetic and recorded datasets.
Table VII: IAR of events under condition “b” with various ∆’s and
τ ’s
τ = 0.99
IAR % of
∆ =10
5
Line Trip
95.3
92.2
Three Phase
96.7
93.3
Load Change
100
98
Generator Trip
93.8
93.8
Double Line-to-ground 95.0
96.7

1
90.6
91.7
100
93.8
96.7

∆ = 10
τ =0.99
0.98
95.3
86
96.7
91.7
100
92.0
93.8
87.5
95.0
96.7

0.97
80
93.3
90.0
87.5
96.7
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F. Identification peformance of noisy data
We next test our identification method when the measurements contain noise. IEEE Standard C37.118 [44] does not
specify the signal-noise-ratio(SNR) of PMU measurements. A
SNR of 92 dB in voltage and frequency is simulated in [33].
The SNRs of current, voltage, and frequency measurements
of PMUs in Public Service Company in New Mexico are
measured to be about 45 dB [45]. We employ the method in
[45] to compute the SNR of the recorded PMU data from ISONE (datasets in Section V), and the average SNR of voltage
magnitudes is 86.6 dB.
Here, we test different SNRs from 40 dB to 100 dB. We add
random Gaussian noise with zero mean to both the training
set of 250 events under condition “a” and the testing set of
250 events under condition “b”. We set τ = 0.97, ∆ = 10.
Tables VIII records the identification performance when SNR
changes. When the SNR is relatively high, between 80 to 100
dB, we directly build a dictionary based on the noisy training
set and test the performance on the noisy testing set. When the
SNR is 100 dB, the resulting dictionary has 74 atoms. When
the SNR is 80 dB, the dictionary has 128 atoms.
When the SNR is low, we first apply filters to reduce the
noise in the training and testing sets. We then build a dictionary
based on the filtered training set and test the performance on
the filtered testing set. When the SNR is 60 dB, we apply
an exponential filter [46] to the measurements of each PMU
channel. Let z(n) denote the input data and ẑ(n) denote the
output filtered data. The exponential filter averages the input
with the previous output, i.e., ẑ(n) = wẑ(n−1)+(1−w)z(n),
where w ∈ (0, 1) is the weight factor. Here we set w = 0.1.
The exponential filter only needs to store the previous input,
and its performance can be readily adjusted by tuning w. The
constructed dictionary contains 138 atoms. When the SNR
is 40 dB, the signal is so noisy that the exponential filter
provide unsatisfactory denoising performance. We instead employ a moving average filter of order 20 [47]. The input z(n)
and output ẑ(n) of the moving average filter is related by
−1
1
ΣM
ẑ(n) = M
j=0 z(n + j). M is 20 here. The moving average
filter stores a longer history than the exponential filter and
has a better denoising performance. The resulting dictionary
contains 85 atoms.
In practice, if the measurements in a power system generally
have high SNR, one can directly apply our method. If the SNR
in a system is relatively low, one only needs to first employ
filters to reduce the noise and then apply our method.
Table VIII: IAR of events under condition “b” with noisy measurements
SNR (dB)
Line trip IAR %
Three Phase IAR %
Load change IAR %
Generator trip IAR %
Double Line-to-ground IAR %
AR

40
79.7
91.7
100
75.0
86.7
11

60
85.9
95.0
85.0
93.8
91.7
5.0

80
92.2
98.3
100
93.8
91.7
1.9

100
90.6
91.7
100
93.8
93.3
1.7

G. Identification performance with other types of PMU measurements
Although we employ voltage magnitudes in the study, our
method applies to other types of measurements like frequency,

current magnitudes, and angles. We test both frequency and
current magnitude and include the results on frequency here
due to the page limit.
Table IX: Identification performance with frequency measurements
Conditions
IAR of Events %
Line Trip
Three Phase
Load Change
Generator Trip
Double Line-to-ground

b

c

d

e

f

90.0
84.3
100
81.2
97.0

85.1
85.8
100
81.2
97.0

78.4
89.7
100
68.7
98.4

80.4
90.9
100
75
96.8

88.1
94.1
100
62.5
98.4

We set τ = 0.99, ∆ = 10 as before and construct a
dictionary of 94 atoms from 250 events under condition “a”.
If an event is (pre-)identified as a line trip and a generator trip,
we further employ a threshold ξ2 = 3ξ¯LT to distinguish line
trip (below ξ2 ) and generator trip events (above ξ2 ), where
ξ¯LT is the average sum of singular values of the frequency
measurements in the training sets of line trip events. Similarly,
since some three-phase short circuit events and double line-toground events have similar dynamics but different magnitudes,
we further set a threshold ξ3 = 1.5ξ¯DL to distinguish them,
where DL stands for double line-to-ground. The performance
on voltage magnitude is slighter better than that of frequency
measurements.
H. External event identification with local data
The 68-bus power system can be divided into five coherent
groups (A1-A5) [43]. We treat the combination of A1, A2
and A3 as a local area of 26 buses and treat A4 and A5 as
external areas, as shown in Fig. 2. With the local measurements
of different external events, a dictionary of 35 atoms is
constructed, including 20 atoms for line trip events and 15 for
three phase short circuit events. Then we test the identification
performance of 40 three-phase short circuit events and 40 line
trip events occurring outside the local area. The event types of
all test cases are correctly identified with more than IAR=97%.
Some sample test cases are shown in Table X. LT2−3 and TP4
represent a line trip event and a short circuit event between line
2-3 and bus 4, respectively. One can see that the similarities
among the events of the same type are still preserved for
external events.
The buses with large k(Ur Σr )i. k2 can provide information
about the location of the external event. When the external
line 6-11 (in area A5) is tripped (see Fig. 2), the top 5 buses
are buses 9, 30, 1, 31, and 38. They are close to the boundary
between the local area and A5. When line 47-48 (in area A4)
is tripped, the top 5 bus are buses 49, 46, 38, 31 and 1. They
are close to the boundary between the local area and A4.
Table X: Event identification results with local data
Dictionary
Types
Line Trip
Three Phase

External LT Events
LT2−3
LT11−12
1.85◦
2.71◦
10.44◦
9.02◦

External TP Events
TP4
TP18
21.66◦
15.17◦
3.54◦
1.83◦

V. E XPERIMENT R ESULTS ON R ECORDED PMU DATASETS
We also test our method on recorded PMU datasets in ISONew England. That includes 32 events (8 line trips, 11 faults
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and 13 load change), which happened on different days and at
different times of the day. The line trip events are scheduled
line trips without faults. The load change events correspond
to load (pump storage) shedding. The faults are short circuit
events.
The average SNR of the recorded PMU data estimated by
the method in [45] is 86.6 dB and we employ the exponential
filter to reduce the noise with w = 0.7.
We randomly select 22 events as training datasets and 10
as testing datasets. For each event, we select the voltage
magnitudes of 136 buses in one second after the event occurs.
τ = 0.97 and ∆ = 10 in (1)-(2). A dictionary of six
atoms (two for each type) is constructed based on the training
datasets. The dimension of each dictionary atoms is 30×rmax
with rmax = 4.
Fig. 7 shows the magnitudes of some bus voltages under
different events. Note that (a) and (b) are both line trip events
at different locations. Although the shapes of their curves look
different, the corresponding low-dimensional subspace of Line
trip B has a subspace angle of 6.05◦ with that of Line trip A. In
contrast, the minimum angle between the subspace of line trip
B and the dictionary of load change events (or the dictionary
of short circuit events) is 11.2◦ (or 30.21◦ ).
Table XI: Minimum subspace angles between a test case and the
dictionary atoms of three types of events in recorded PMU data
DT
Events
Load Change 1
Load Change 2
Fault 1
Fault 2
Line Trip 1
Line Trip 2

Load Change

Fault

Line Trip

4.08◦
3.12◦
24.95◦
8.93◦
7.25◦
11.20◦

16.91◦
20.81◦
6.33◦
3.73◦
5.85◦
30.21◦

18.29◦
14.39◦
23.86◦
15.76◦
3.93◦
4.27◦

Table XII: Performance of the testing recorded PMU datasets
Type of events
IAR %
AR

Line Trip
100
3

Fault
100
2.8

Load Change
100
2.5

All the 10 testing datasets are successfully identified and the
sample results are shown in Table XI. Load change 1 and 2
denote pump storages shedding at different locations and time
instants. The minimum subspace angle is reached between an
event and the dictionary atoms of the same event type. The
minimum subspace angle between Load Change 1 and the
dictionary atoms of Load Change is 4.08◦ , while the angles
with the dictionary atoms of short circuit and line trip events
are 16.91◦ and 18.29◦ , respectively. Thus, the event type can
be correctly determined by the minimum subspace angle. The
exact locations of the events are confidential and not included
here, but AR is shown in Table XII. It shows that the location
of an event is within top three buses in the order output by
Step 4.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper develops a data-driven real-time event identification method that identifies an event within seconds. The new
idea here is to characterize an event by a low-dimensional row
subspace of a high-dimensional spatial-temporal PMU data
matrix. The row subspace largely depends on the eigenvalues

(b) Line B is tripped

(a) Line A is tripped

(c) A Load Change Event

(d) A Fault Event

Fig. 7: Voltage magnitudes of three types of events in New England.

of the system state matrix and is a compact characteristic
of system dynamics without power system modeling. The
proposed method constructs a dictionary of row subspaces
of different events offline and identifies an event online by
comparing the subspace of the obtained data with the dictionary. This subspace representation reduces the dictionary size
while maintaining the identification accuracy. The proposed
method is further extended to identify events outside a control
region only based on measurements within a control region.
The method is verified on simulated datasets in the IEEE 68bus test system and recorded PMU datasets in New England.
Numerical studies of our method on the sensitivity to system power injections and topology changes, dictionary size,
parameter selections, measurement noise are reported.
Future work includes identification of successive events
including cascading failures and the extension of the method
to microgrids in non-interconnected and remote zones.
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